
FltPlan.com integration with AeroData runway analysis service allows pilots to calculate

performance data while creating a �ight plan through FltPlan.com. (Photo: Business Wire)
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OLATHE, Kan.--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- Garmin® International, Inc., a unit of Garmin Ltd. (NASDAQ:GRMN), today

announced that FltPlan.com, a Garmin company, has integrated runway analysis service from AeroData, allowing

pilots to calculate performance data while creating a �ight plan through FltPlan.com. AeroData runway analysis

joins Aircraft Performance Group (APG) and Automated Systems in Aircraft Performance (ASAP) runway analysis

services available from FltPlan.com. All three of these runway analysis o�erings through FltPlan.com eliminate the

need for pilots to reference manuals and perform their own manual calculations for takeo� and landing data,

ultimately resulting in time savings and more accurate performance numbers. The tailored performance data

allows crews to maximize the performance of the aircraft while also assuring compliance with runway and obstacle

requirements. Additional features of the AeroData service include concise engine-out escape procedures that factor

in obstacles and terrain, the ability to speci�cally con�gure Takeo�-and-Landing Data (TOLD) based on conditions

and limitations, automatically calculate aircraft fuel requirements based on the �ight plan, integration with Garmin

Pilot™ and much more.

“AeroData is the premier runway

analysis provider for commercial

air carriers in North America and

Garmin is excited to integrate this service with FltPlan.com for use by our business aviation customers,” said Carl

Wolf, Garmin vice president of aviation sales and marketing. “Pilots and operators now have the unique ability to
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calculate performance data and receive obstacle clearance while creating their �ight plan on FltPlan.com –

maximizing aircraft performance for the intended operation.”

AeroData expands into business aviation

As one of the leading providers of runway analysis for commercial airlines, AeroData serves over 135 airlines

globally and is the data provider for more than 70 percent of airline �ights in North America. The integration with

FltPlan.com brings AeroData, an experienced data provider, into business aviation, giving pilots the ability to include

information and calculations directly in the �ight planning stage, saving valuable time and helping to increase

accuracy. The more accurate performance data allows operators to optimize loading based on the consideration of

air�eld and aircraft conditions and provides an engine failure procedure (EFP) based on a detailed analysis of

obstacles and terrain in the airport environment.

TOLD calculations

FltPlan.com’s �ight planning engine automatically selects a preferred runway and aircraft con�guration based on

current aircraft and air�eld conditions, which include the use of the current METAR, or forecast for the time of

departure. Further, crews can tailor additional con�gurations that include runway direction; surface contaminant;

runway length; weather information such as winds, temperature, and altimeter setting; aircraft �ap con�guration;

and Minimum Equipment List (MEL) penalties. Additionally, when an aircraft is performance limited by factors such

as runway condition or climb gradient requirements, crews can adjust aircraft and air�eld con�gurations to

calculate performance numbers that would help maximize aircraft operation. Applicable NOTAM information is also

actively monitored and is re�ected in TOLD calculations.

Performance calculations automatically added to FltPlan.com NavLog

After TOLD calculations are complete, a Takeo� and Landing Report (TLR) is generated and added to the

FltPlan.com NavLog for reference. The TLR displays comprehensive data such as takeo� reference speeds, �ap

settings, power settings, environmental control system (ECS), anti-ice settings, runway surface conditions including

contaminant level, tailwind calculations, and Maximum Runway Takeo� Weight (MRTW) for each available runway

on the air�eld. To better understand factors driving performance, crews can review limiting factors on the TLR that

include climb performance, �eld length, or obstacle clearance, to name a few.

Easily accessible in-�ight through the NavLog, landing performance data is included on the TLR based on calculated

enroute fuel burn. Landing data shows reference speed (VREF) and landing distance based on landing weight, �ap

settings, ECS and anti-ice con�gurations, as well as reported braking action. Both factored and unfactored landing

distances are displayed as separate options.
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Additionally, pilots have the ability to easily view the TLR on a portable electronic device within the Garmin Pilot

and FltPlan Go apps. This integration appends the TLR to the FltPlan.com NavLog for a quick and convenient way to

reference runway analysis information while in �ight.

Fuel order information is also automatically generated when creating a �ight plan. This convenient feature assists

pilots in that they no longer have to manually calculate the required fuel load while the system also checks basic

structural weight limits of the aircraft to ensure that limitations will not be exceeded.

Engine Failure Procedures included in TLR

The TLR also uses calculated data to specify engine failure procedures (EFP) for each runway and aircraft

con�guration. When standard EFP’s cannot be used due to obstacle requirements, special procedures are

calculated and provided on the TLR. Where terrain and obstacles limit straight out climb, AeroData designed EFP’s

provide clear and concise guidance for pilots to perform a safe escape maneuver in a high workload �ight

environment.

AeroData Runway Analysis is available in two service options with one providing runway analysis, and another

providing runway analysis plus obstacle clearance considerations. For more information on AeroData and runway

analysis services, and to view supported aircraft, please visit www.FltPlan.com/Runway.htm.

Garmin’s aviation business segment is a leading provider of solutions to OEM, aftermarket, military and

government customers. Garmin’s portfolio includes navigation, communication, �ight control, hazard avoidance, an

expansive suite of ADS-B solutions and other products and services that are known for innovation, reliability, and

value. For more information, visit www.Garmin.com.

For decades, Garmin has pioneered new GPS navigation and wireless devices and applications that are designed for

people who live an active lifestyle. Garmin serves �ve primary markets, including automotive, aviation, �tness,

marine, and outdoor recreation. For more information, visit Garmin's virtual pressroom at garmin.com/newsroom,

contact the Media Relations department at 913-397-8200, or follow us at facebook.com/garmin,

twitter.com/garmin, instagram.com/garmin or youtube.com/garmin.

About Garmin

Garmin International, Inc. is a subsidiary of Garmin Ltd. (Nasdaq: GRMN). Garmin Ltd. is incorporated in

Switzerland, and its principal subsidiaries are located in the United States, Taiwan and the United Kingdom. Garmin

and FltPlan are registered trademarks of Garmin Ltd. or its subsidiaries and Garmin Pilot is a trademark of Garmin
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Ltd or its subsidiaries.

All other brands, product names, company names, trademarks and service marks are the properties of their

respective owners. All rights reserved.

Notice on Forward-Looking Statements:

This release includes forward-looking statements regarding Garmin Ltd. and its business. Such statements are

based on management’s current expectations. The forward-looking events and circumstances discussed in this

release may not occur and actual results could di�er materially as a result of known and unknown risk factors and

uncertainties a�ecting Garmin, including, but not limited to, the risk factors listed in the Annual Report on Form 10-

K for the year ended December 28, 2019, �led by Garmin with the Securities and Exchange Commission

(Commission �le number 0-31983). A copy of such Form 10-K is available at

www.garmin.com/aboutGarmin/invRelations/�nReports.html. No forward-looking statement can be guaranteed.

Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date on which they are made and Garmin undertakes no

obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statement, whether as a result of new information,

future events, or otherwise.

Conor McDougall 
 

913-397-8200 
 

media.relations@garmin.com

Source: Garmin International, Inc.
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